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THREEFOLD EXTREMAL CONTRACTIONS
OF TYPE (IIA), II
SHIGEFUMI MORI AND YURI PROKHOROV
Abstract. Let (X,C) be a germ of a threefold X with terminal
singularities along an irreducible reduced complete curve C with a
contraction f : (X,C)→ (Z, o) such that C = f−1(o)red and −KX
is ample. This paper continues our study of such germs containing
a point of type (IIA) started in [MP16].
1. Introduction
Let (X,C) be a germ of a threefold with terminal singularities along a
reduced complete curve. We say that (X,C) is an extremal curve germ
if there is a contraction f : (X,C)→ (Z, o) such that C = f−1(o)red and
−KX is f -ample. Furthermore, f is called flipping if its exceptional
locus coincides with C and divisorial if its exceptional locus is two-
dimensional. If f is not birational, then dimZ = 2 and (X,C) is said
to be a Q-conic bundle germ [MP08].
In this paper we consider only extremal curve germs with irreducible
central fiber C. All the possibilities for the local behavior of (X,C) are
classified into types (IA), (IC), (IIA), (IIB), (IA∨), (II∨), (ID∨), (IE∨),
and (III), whose definitions we refer the reader to [Mor88] and [MP08].
In this paper we complete the classification of extremal curve germs
containing points of type (IIA) started in [MP16]. As in [KM92],
[MP11a], and [MP11b] the classification is done in terms of a general
hyperplane section, that is, a general divisor H of |OX |C , the linear
subsystem of |OX | consisting of sections containing C. The case where
H is normal was treated in [MP16]. In this paper we consider the case
of non-normal H . Our main result is the following.
1.1. Theorem. Let (X,C) be an extremal curve germ and let f :
(X,C)→ (Z, o) be the corresponding contraction. Assume that (X,C)
it has a point P of type (IIA). Furthermore, assume that the general
member H ∈ |OX|C is not normal. Then the following are the only
possibilities for the dual graph of (H,C), and all the possibilities do
occur.
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(1.1.1) f is divisorial∗, f(H) ∋ o is of type D5,
◦
• ◦
3
◦ ◦
◦
(1.1.2) f is a Q-conic bundle over a smooth surface,
◦
3
◦ ◦
• ◦ ◦ ◦
In both cases X can have at most one extra point of type (III).
1.2. Remark. If (X,C) is an extremal curve germ of type (IIA), then
according to [MP16, Corollary 2.6] the general member H ∈ |OX|C is
not normal if and only if H0(gr1C O) = 0.
Note that the description of a member H ∈ |OX|C is just a part of
our results. We also describe the infinitesimal structure of the corre-
sponding extremal curve germs. Refer to (3.2.1b) and 3.5.11 for the
case (1.1.1) and to (4.4.4) and 4.7 for the case (1.1.2). We also provide
many examples (see 3.6, 3.7, 4.8, 4.9).
The proof of the main theorem splits into cases according to the
invariant ℓ(P ) which, in our case, can take values ℓ(P ) ∈ {3, 4, 7, 8}
(see 2.2 and Proposition 2.7). Cases of odd and even ℓ(P ) will be
considered in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Set-up. Let (X,C) be an extremal curve germ and let f :
(X,C) → (Z, o) be the corresponding contraction. The ideal sheaf
of C in X we denote by IC or simply by I. Assume that (X,C) has
a point P of type (IIA). Then by [Mor88, 6.7, 9.4] and [MP08, 8.6,
9.1, 10.7] P is the only non-Gorenstein point of X and (X,C) has at
most one Gorenstein singular point R [Mor88, 6.2], [MP08, 9.3]. If
H0(gr1C O) = 0, then (X,C) is not flipping [KM92, ch. 7].
2.1.1. Thus, in the case H0(gr1C O) = 0, we have two possibilities:
• f is a Q-conic bundle and (Z, o) is smooth [MP08, Th. 1.2];
• f is a divisorial contraction and (Z, o) is a cDV point (or
smooth) [MP11a, Th. 3.1].
2.2. Everywhere in this paper (X,P ) denotes a terminal singularity
(X,P ) of type cAx/4 and (X♯, P ♯) → (X,P ) denotes its index-one
cover. Let
ℓ(P ) := lenP I
♯(2)/I♯2,
∗This case was erroneously omitted in [Tzi05, Th. 3.6 and Cor. 3.8].
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where I♯ is the ideal defining C♯ in X♯. Recall (see [Mor88, (2.16)])
that in our case
iP (1) = ⌊(ℓ(P ) + 6)/4⌋.
2.3. According to [Mor88, A.3] we can express the (IIA) point as
(X,P ) = {α = 0}/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2) ⊂ C
4
y1,...,y4
/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2),
C = {y1-axis}/µ4,
(2.3.1)
where α = α(y1, . . . , y4) is a semi-invariant such that
(2.3.2) wtα ≡ 2 mod 4, α ≡ y
ℓ(P )
1 yj mod (y2, y3, y4)
2,
where j = 2 (resp. 3, 4) if ℓ(P ) ≡ 1 (resp. 3, 0) mod 4 [Mor88,
(2.16)] and (I♯)(2) = (yj)+ (I
♯)2. Moreover, y22, y
2
3 ∈ α (because (X,P )
is of type cAx/4).
2.4. Recall that in our case the general member D ∈ | −KX | does not
contain C [Mor88, Th. 7.3], [MP08, Prop. 1.3.7]. Hence D∩C = {P},
D ≃ f(D), and D has at P a singularity of type D2n+1 [Rei87, 6.4B].
In the coordinates y1, . . . , y4, the divisor D is given by
D = {y1 = ξ}/µ4, ξ ∈ (y2, y3, y4).
2.4.1. Let H be a general member of |OX|C through C and let β ∈
H0(IC) be a non-zero section defining H . Let HZ = f(H) and let ψ :
Hn → H be the normalization. The composition map Hn → HZ has
connected fibers. Moreover, it is a rational curve fibration if dimZ = 2
and it is a birational contraction to a point (HZ , o) which is either
smooth or Du Val point of type A or D if f is divisorial (see 2.4). In
both cases Hn has only rational singularities.
For convenience of the reader we formulate the following lemma
which follows from the standard exact sequence
0 −−−→ I(n+1) −−−→ I(n) −−−→ grnC O −−−→ 0.
2.5. Lemma. Let (X,C) be an extremal curve germ. Then the follow-
ing assertions hold.
(i) If H1(grnC O) = 0 and the map H
0(I(n))→ H0(grnC O) is surjec-
tive, then H1(I(n+1)) ≃ H1(I(n)).
(ii) If for all i < n one has H1(griC O) = 0 and the map H
0(I(i))→
H0(griC O) is surjective, then H
1(I(n)) ≃ H1(grnC O) = 0.
(iii) In particular, H1(I) = H1(gr1C O) = 0 and if H
0(gr1C O) = 0,
then H1(I(2)) = H1(gr2C O) = 0.
The following auxiliary result can be proved by induction on n.
2.6. Proposition. Let (X,P ) ⊂ C4x1,...,x4 be a hypersurface containing
C := {x1-axis} with defining equation h ∈ C{x1, . . . , x4} such that
h = xm1 x4 + h2(x2, x3) + h3(x1, . . . , x4),
3
where h2 is a quadratic form in x2 and x3, h3 ∈ (x2, x3, x4)
3, and
m ≥ 1. Let I = (x2, x3, x4) be the ideal of C. Let
gr•C :=
⊕
n≥0
grnC O
be the graded OC-algebra with the degree n part gr
n
C O. Then the fol-
lowing assertions hold.
(i) If h2 = 0, then
gr2C O = S
2 gr1C O .
(ii) If h2 6= 0, then
gr•C O ≃ OC [x2, x3, x4]/(x
m
1 x4 + h2),
where x2, x3, x4 have degree 1, 1, 2, respectively.
(iii) If x23 ∈ h2, then
gr•C O = OC[x2, x4]⊕ x3OC[x2, x4].
(iv) If h2 = x2x3, then
gr•C O = OC[x4]⊕ x2OC [x2, x4]⊕ x3OC [x3, x4].
2.7. Proposition. Assume that H0(gr1C O) = 0. Then
(2.7.1) gr1C O ≃ O(−1)⊕ O(−1)
(as an abstract sheaf ) and one of the following possibilities holds:
(i) Sing(X) = {P}, iP (1) = 3, and ℓ(P ) = 7 or 8,
(ii) Sing(X) = {P, R}, where R is a type (III) point, iP (1) = 2,
iR(1) = 1, and ℓ(P ) = 3 or 4.
Proof. Write gr1C O ≃ O(a1)⊕O(a2) for some a1, a2. Since H
0(gr1C O) =
0, we have a1, a2 < 0. On the other hand, H
1(gr1C O) = 0 (see Lemma
2.5(iii)). Hence, a1 = a2 = −1. Recall that ℓ(P ) 6≡ 2 mod 4.
Consider the case where P is the only singular point of X . Then
iP (1) = 3 by [Mor88, (2.3.2)] and [MP08, (3.1.2), (4.4.3)]. According
to [Mor88, 2.16] we have 7 ≤ ℓ(P ) ≤ 9. Assume that ℓ(P ) = 9. Then
using a deformation of the form αt = α + ty1y2 (see (2.3.2)), we get a
germ (Xt, Ct) having a point Pt of type (IIA) with ℓ(Pt) = 1 and two
type (III) points. This is impossible by [KM92, 7.4.1] and [MP08, 9.1].
Suppose Sing(X) 6= {P}. Then by [Mor88, 6.7] and [MP08, 8.6, 9.1]
we have Sing(X) = {P, R}, where R is a type (III) point. If iR(1) > 1,
then by using deformation at R we obtain an extremal curve germ with
one point of type (IIA) and at least two points of type (III). This is
impossible again by [Mor88, 6.7] and [MP08, 9.1]. Therefore, iR(1) = 1
and so iP (1) = 2. By [Mor88, 2.16] we have 3 ≤ ℓ(P ) ≤ 5 Assume that
ℓ(P ) = 5. Using a deformation of the form αt = α + ty1y2, we obtain
a germ (Xt, Ct) having a point Pt with ℓ(Pt) = 1 and two type (III)
points. This is impossible by [KM92, 7.4.1] and [MP08, 9.1]. 
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2.7.2. Lemma. If H0(gr1C O) = 0, then
gr2C O ≃ O(a1)⊕O(a2)⊕ O(a3),
(as an abstract sheaf ) with ai ≥ −1 and max{a1, a2, a3} ≥ 0.
Proof. If H0(gr1C O) = 0, then the general member H ∈ |OX |C is singu-
lar along C. According to [MP16, Lemma 3.1.1] there exists a section
β ∈ H0(I) containing y24 and y2y3 at P
♯. Therefore, β ∈ H0(I(2)) and
the image β¯ of β in H0(gr2C O) is non-zero. In particular, H
0(gr2C O) 6= 0.
By Lemma 2.5(iii) we have H1(gr2C O) = 0 and the assertion follows. 
3. Cases ℓ(P ) = 3 and 7
In this section we assume that ℓ(P ) ∈ {3, 7}. It will be shown that
Computation 5.4 is applicable here and the possibility (1.1.1) occurs.
3.1. By Proposition 2.7 in the case ℓ(P ) = 3 the variety X has a type
(III) point R with iR(1) = 1 and X is smooth outside P in the case
ℓ(P ) = 7. According to 2.3 the equation of X at P has the form
(3.1.1) α = y
ℓ(P )
1 y3+y
2
2+y
2
3+δy
2k+1
4 +cy
2
1y
2
4+ǫy1y3y4+ξy
3
1y2y4+· · · = 0.
Thus
(3.1.2) α ≡ y
ℓ(P )
1 y3 + y
2
2 mod (y2y4, y
2
4) + I
(3), y3 ∈ I
(2).
3.1.3. In the case ℓ(P ) = 3 by [Mor88, Lemma 2.16], since iR(1) = 1,
the equation of X at R has the form
(3.1.4) γ = z1z3 + γ2(z2, z4) + γ3(z1, . . . , z4),
where γ2 is a quadratic form, γ3 ∈ (z2, z4)
3 + (z2, z4)z3 + (z3)
2, and C
is the z1-axis.
3.1.5. According to (2.7.1), since y4 and y2 form an ℓ-free ℓ-basis of
gr1C O at P , we have the following ℓ-isomorphism
(3.1.6)
gr1C O = (−1 + 3P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1 + 2P ♯).
A B
We choose the coordinates y1, . . . , y4 at P keeping y1 and y3 the same
so that y2 is an ℓ-basis of A and y4 is an ℓ-basis of B.
3.1.7. Remark. By (3.1.2) the semi-invariants y24, y2y4, y3 form an
ℓ-basis of gr2C O .
3.2. Lemma. For gr2C O, one of the following possibilities holds
gr2C O =


(a) ⊕˜ (−1 + P ♯)⊕˜2, a = 0, 1(3.2.1a)
(P ♯) ⊕˜ (0) ⊕˜ (−1 + P ♯),(3.2.1b)
V ⊕˜ (−1),(3.2.1c)
where V is some ℓ-sheaf.
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Proof. Consider the natural map
(3.2.2) ϕ : S˜2 gr1C O = A
⊗˜2 ⊕˜ (A ⊗˜B) ⊕˜B⊗˜2 −−−→ gr2C O ,
where
A
⊗˜2 = (−1 + 2P ♯), A ⊗˜B = (−1 + P ♯), B⊗˜2 = (−1).
ℓ-bases of these ℓ-sheaves at P are y22, y2y4, y
2
4, and respectively.
By Remark 3.1.7 we see that an ℓ-basis of gr2C O can be taken as
y24, y2y4, y3. According to (3.1.2) we have y
2
1y
2
2 ≡ (unit) · y
ℓ(P )+1
1 · y1y3.
Hence,
(3.2.3) cokerP ϕ = OC · y1y3/OC · y
2
1y
2
2 = OC/
(
y
ℓ(P )+1
1
)
· y1y3
and cokerP ϕ
♯ = OC♯/
(
y
ℓ(P )
1
)
·y3. In particular, lenP cokerP ϕ = (ℓ(P )+
1)/2. If ℓ(P ) = 3, then
cokerR ϕ =
{
OC/(z1) · z3 if γ2 6= 0,
0 if γ2 = 0,
In particular, lenR cokerR ϕ ≤ 1. By Lemma 2.7.2 one of the following
holds
gr2C O ≃ O(−1)
⊕2 ⊕O(1), O(−1)⊕2 ⊕O , or O⊕2 ⊕O(−1).
By Remark 3.1.7 we get the only possibilities listed in Lemma 3.2. 
3.3. Lemma. The case (3.2.1c) does not occur.
Proof. Indeed, from the exact sequence
0 −−−→ gr1C ω −−−→ ω/F
2ω −−−→ ω/F 1ω −−−→ 0,
we obtain χ(ω/F 2ω) = 0. Then we apply [MP16, Lemma 3.7(ii)] with
K = I(2). 
3.4. Lemma. The case (3.2.1a) does not occur.
Proof. The deformation of the form
(3.4.1) α′ = α + δ′y34 + ǫ
′y1y3y4
does not change the case division of Lemma 3.2 because y34, y1y3y4 ∈
I(3). Since it suffices to disprove a small deformation of X , we may
assume that in (3.1.1) the coefficients δ and ǫ are general and k = 1.
Let us analyze the map ϕ (see (3.2.2)) in our case. Since the map
A ⊗˜2 → (−1 + P ♯) is zero (by the degree consideration), the image of
A ⊗˜2 = (−1 + 2P ♯) →֒ gr2C O must be contained in the first summand
(a) ⊂ gr2C O . Since (−1 + P
♯)⊕˜2 has no global sections, β must be a
6
global section of (a). The map ϕ is given by the following matrix:
(−1+2P ♯) (−1+P ♯) (−1)( )
(a) v1 y21h(y
4
1) ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
(−1+P ♯) v2 0 b1 b3y1
(−1+P ♯) v3 0 b2 b4y1
where b1, . . . , b4 are constants and h is a polynomial of degree ≤ a.
Since the matrix is non-degenerate, (b1b4 − b2b3)h 6= 0. Applying el-
ementary transformations of rows and switching the second and the
third rows (which correspond to automorphisms of gr2C O), one can
reduce the matrix to the form
(3.4.2)

y21h(y41) 0 b50 1 0
0 0 y1


where b5 is a constant. If b5 = 0, then
(cokerP ϕ)
♯ ≃ O ♯C/(y1)⊕ O
♯
C/(y
2
1h).
This contradicts (3.2.3). Hence, we may assume that b5 = 1. From the
matrix (3.4.2) we see
y22 = y
2
1hv1,
y24 = v1 + y1v3.
Eliminating v1 we obtain the following relations in gr
2
C O :
(3.4.3) v1 = y
2
4 − y1v3, y
3
1hv3 + y
2
2 − y
2
1hy
2
4 = 0.
The last one must a multiple of α.
3.4.4. If h is a unit, then comparing with (3.1.1) we see that ℓ(P ) =
3, c = h(0) 6= 0 and v3 ∋ y3. If h is linear, then ℓ(P ) = 7, c =
h(0) = 0 and again v3 ∋ y3. Since β is a section of (a) ⊂ gr
2
C O , it
must be proportional to v1. Therefore, y1y3 ∈ β. Moreover, (3.4.3)
shows that in the case ℓ(P ) = 3 the term y1y3 appears in β with
coefficient 1/c. Note that the coefficients of y21y
2
4 ∈ α and y
2
4, y1y3 ∈ β
are preserved under deformations (3.4.1). So we may assume that the
condition ǫc 6= δ of 5.3 is satisfied. Thus in the case ℓ(P ) = 3 we may
apply Computation 5.3. In the case ℓ(P ) = 7 we also may apply 5.3
to αo = β = 0, where αo is a linear combination of α and y21β (and so
y21y
2
4 ∈ α
o). Then in both cases we obtain a contradiction by Lemma
3.4.6 below.
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3.4.5. Lemma. Assume that ∆(H,C) at P is as in (5.3.1). Then the
contraction f is birational and ∆(H,C) has one of the following forms:
a) C
3
⊙ ◦
•
C
◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
bn) ◦ · · · ◦
•
C
◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
︷ ︸︸ ︷n≥1
c)
4
⋄ ◦
•
C
◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
where •, as usual, corresponds to a component of the proper transform
of C that is a (−1)-curve, ⊙ corresponds to a component that is not a
(−1)-curve, and ⋄ corresponds to an exceptional divisor over a point
on C \ {P}.
Proof. Let Hn → H˜ be the normalization, let Hˆ → Hn be the minimal
resolution, and let Cˆ ⊂ Hˆ be the proper transform of C. Assume that
Cˆ has two components Cˆ1 and Cˆ2 (the case (5.3.1)a)). Then ∆(H,C)
has the form
✞
✝
☎
✆
Γ2 Cˆ2
✞
✝
☎
✆Γ
✞
✝
☎
✆
Γ1 Cˆ1 ◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
where subgraphs Γ1 and Γ2 correspond to singularities of H
n outside P
and Γ is a Du Val subgraph corresponding to O′ ∈ H˜ (see 5.3.4). Since
the whole configuration ∆(H,C) is contractible to a Du Val point or
corresponds to a fiber of a rational curve fibration (see 2.4.1), it contains
a (−1)-curve. Thus we may assume by symmetry that Cˆ21 = −1. Then
contracting Cˆ1 we obtain
✞
✝
☎
✆
Γ2 Cˆ2
✞
✝
☎
✆Γ
✞
✝
☎
✆
Γ′1 • ◦
3
◦ ◦
Then Γ′1 must be empty. Contracting the black vertex we obtain
✞
✝
☎
✆
Γ2 Cˆ′
2
✞
✝
☎
✆Γ
◦ ◦ ◦
Recall that Γ 6= ∅. It is easy to see that configuration ∆(H,C) does
not correspond to a fiber of a rational curve fibration. Hence f is
birational. Since y34 ∈ α, the general member D ∈ | −KX | is of type
D5 (see 2.4). Hence f(H) is either of type D5 or “better”. This implies
that Γ2 = ∅, Cˆ
′2
2 = −1 and so Cˆ
2
2 = −2. Moreover, Γ consists of
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a single vertex. Thus we obtain the case a). The cases where Cˆ is
irreducible is treated in a similar way. 
3.4.6. Lemma. Assume that (H,C) is of type a), bn) or c) of Lemma
3.4.5. Then the chosen element H is not general in |OX |C.
Proof. Take a divisor Θ on the minimal resolution whose coefficients
for a) and bn) are as follows:
a)
1
⊙
1
◦
1
△
•
3
◦
3
◦
2
◦
2
◦
2
△
1
bn)
1
◦ · · ·
1
◦
1
△
•
1
◦
1
◦
1
◦
1
◦
1
△
1
where △ corresponds to an arbitrary smooth analytic curve meeting
the corresponding component transversely. It is easy to verify that Θ
is numerically trivial, so Θ is the pull-back of a Cartier divisor ΘZ on
HZ . Clearly, ΘZ extends to a Cartier divisor GZ on Z. Let G := f
∗GZ .
Then Θ is the pull-back of G|H .
In the case a) the normalization ofH at a general point of C is locally
reducible: H = H1 +H2. The diagram a) shows that for Hi ∩ G is a
reduced divisor for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Hence, G ∈ |OX |C is normal which
contradicts our assumptions. In the case bn) and c) the normalization
of H is a bijection by Corollary 5.3.3. In the case bn) it is easy to see
that the multiplicity of the intersection H∩G at a general point of C is
≤ 2. This shows that the divisor G ∈ |OX |C is normal, a contradiction.
Similar arguments show that in the case c) the multiplicity of the
intersection H ∩G at a general point of C equals 4. By Corollary 5.3.3
H has a cuspidal singularity at a general point of C. Let D ⊂ X be a
disk that intersects C transversely at a general point. Then the curves
H|D and G|D are cuspidal. Since H|D ·G|D = H ·G ·D = 4, these cusps
are in general position, that is, the quadratic parts of the corresponding
equations are not proportional. But then the general member of the
pencil generated by H|D and G|D has an ordinary double point at
the origin. Hence the chosen element H ∈ |OX|C is not general, a
contradiction. 
Thus the case (3.2.1a) does not occur. Lemma 3.4 is proved. 
3.5. Case (3.2.1b). We will show that Computation 5.4 is applicable
in this case and the possibility (1.1.1) occurs. We have
gr2C O = (P
♯) ⊕˜ (0) ⊕˜ (−1 + P ♯).
D E G
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We apply the arguments similar to that used in the proof of Lemma
3.4. In our case the map ϕ is given by the following matrix:
(−1+2P ♯) (−1+P ♯) (−1)( )
(P ♯) w1 b1y
3
1 h(y
4
1) ⋆
(0) w2 b2y
2
1 b3y
3
1 ⋆ ⋆
(−1+P ♯) w3 0 b4 b5y1
where b1, . . . , b5 are constants, h is a polynomial of degree ≤ 1, and ⋆
is divisible by y1. Consider the map
(3.5.1) π : (−1 + P ♯) = A ⊗˜B −→ gr2C O
pr
−−−→ G = (−1 + P ♯),
which is uniquely determined by A and B. We may regard π as the
multiplication by b4.
3.5.2. Lemma. b4 6= 0.
Proof. Assume that b4 = 0. Since the matrix is non-degenerate, b5 6= 0.
Applying elementary transformations of rows, as in the proof of Lemma
3.4, one can reduce the matrix to the form
(3.5.3)

b1y31 h(y41) 0b2y21 b3y31 b6
0 0 y1


where b6 is a constant. If b6 = 0, then
(cokerP ϕ)
♯ ≃ O ♯C/(y1)⊕ (non-zero O
♯
C-module).
This contradicts (3.2.3). Hence, we may assume that b6 = 1. Assume
that b2 = 0. Applying elementary row transformations we can reduce
(3.5.3) to the form 
y31 h(y41) 00 b3y31 1
0 0 y1


which gives us
y22 = y
3
1w1,
y2y4 = h(y
4
1)w1 + b3y
3
1w2,
y24 = w2 + y1w3.
If h(0) = 0, then one can see that (cokerP ϕ)
♯ cannot be a cyclic O ♯C-
module. Thus, h is a unit and we can eliminate w1 and w2:
y22 =
1
h
y31y2y4 −
b3
h
y61y
2
4 +
b3
h
y71w3,
w1 =
1
h
y2y4 −
b3
h
y31y
2
4 +
b3
h
y41w3,
w2 = y
2
4 − y1w3.
Comparing the first equation with (3.1.1) we see that ℓ(P ) = 7 and
w3 ∋ y3. Then from the second one we see w1 6∋ y3. Clearly, β is a
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linear combination of y1w1 and w2 (with constant coefficients). Hence,
β ∋ y1y3. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 a deformation of the form
(3.4.1) is trivial modulo I(3) and so it preserves case division 3.2, as
well as, the vanishing of b4. Then we can argue as in 3.4.4 and get a
contradiction.
Hence b2 6= 0. Then we may assume that b1 = 0 and b2 = 1. The
relations in (cokerP ϕ)
♯ are y21w2 = w2 + y1w3 = 0, hw1 + b3y
3
1w2 = 0.
Eliminating w2 one can see
(cokerP ϕ)
♯ ≃ O ♯C/(y
3
1)⊕ O
♯
C/(h).
By (3.2.3) we have h(0) 6= 0 and ℓ(P ) = 3. From the matrix (3.5.3) we
see
y24 = w2 + y1w3,
y22 = y
2
1w2,
y2y4 = h(y
4
1)w1 + b3y1w2.
Eliminating w2 we obtain the following relations in gr
2
C O :
(3.5.4) w2 = y
2
4 − y1w3, y
2
2 − y
2
1y
2
4 + y
3
1w3 = 0.
The last must be congruent to α mod I(3). Comparing with (3.1.1) we
see that w3 =
1
c
y3 in gr
2
C O . Since β is a section of (0) ⊂ gr
2
C O , it must
be proportional to w2. Therefore, y1y3 ∈ β. Moreover, (3.5.4) shows
that y1y3 appears in β with coefficient 1/c. Now we apply Computation
5.3, Lemma 3.4.5, and Lemma 3.4.6 and get a contradiction. 
3.5.5. From now on we assume that b4 6= 0. In other words, the map π
is non-zero. The induced map
B
⊗˜2 = (−1) −→ G = (−1 + P ♯)
can be regarded as the multiplication by sy1 for some s. For µ ∈ C,
take a subsheaf B′ ⊂ A ⊕˜B so that y′4 := y4 + µy1y2 is an ℓ-basis of
B′. Clearly, gr1C O = A ⊕˜ B
′. Regard y1 as a map B → A . Then
(µy1, 1)(B) ⊂ A ⊕˜B and we have the following diagram
((µy1, 1)(B))
⊗˜2   // S˜2 gr1C O
pr
// G
(µ2y21, 2µy1, 1)(B
⊗˜2) ·(2µy1b4+sy1)
88
Set µ := −s/(2b4). With this choice of µ, the map B
′⊗˜2 → G is
zero. Thus A ⊗˜2 ⊕˜ B′⊗˜2 ⊂ D ⊕˜ E . Let K be the ideal such that
I(2) ⊃ K ⊃ I(3) and K /I(3) = D ⊕˜ E .
Since A ⊗˜2 → G is zero, perturbing B with µ has no effect on π :
A ⊗˜B → G , and we use the same notation π : A ⊗˜B′ → G .
3.5.6. Lemma. IK = I(3) outside P and I♯K ♯ = (I(3))♯ at P .
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Proof. Consider the following digram with ℓ-exact rows and injective
vertical arrows:
(3.5.7)
0 // A ⊗˜2 ⊕˜B′⊗˜2 // _
υ

S˜2 gr1C O
//
 _
ϕ

A ⊗˜B′ //
≃ b4

0
0 // D ⊕˜ E // gr2C O
// G // 0
At a point Q ∈ C which is a smooth point of X , we can choose coordi-
nates u1, u2, u3 for (X,Q) so that Q is the origin, C is the u1-axis, and
u2 (resp. u3) generates A (resp. B
′) at Q. Then from (3.5.7) we see
I(3) = I3 = (u2, u3)
3, K = (u22, u
2
3) + (u2, u3)
3,
from which follows I(3) = K I. At P , again from (3.5.7) we have
cokerP ♯ υ
♯ ≃ cokerP ♯ ϕ
♯ ≃
(
OC♯/(y
3
1)
)
y3.
Thus, (D⊕˜E )♯ is generated by y3 and ̺, where ̺ := y
2
2 or y
′2
4 . Therefore,
y22, y
′2
4 ∈ K
♯ = (y3, ̺) + (y2, y4)
3,
K
♯I♯ = y3I
♯ + (y2, y4)
3.
Whence,
OC♯ · y3 ⊕OC♯ · ̺։ K
♯/K ♯I♯.
Since
K
♯/K ♯I♯ ։ K ♯/I(3)
♯
≃ OC♯ ⊕ OC♯,
the arrow above is an isomorphism and I♯K ♯ = (I(3))♯ at P ♯.
If ℓ(P ) = 3, then at R, changing coordinates z1, . . . , z4 keeping z1
and z3 the same, we may assume that z2 and z4 are bases at R of A
and B′, respectively. Then in view of (3.5.7) and cokerR ϕ = CR, we
see that D ⊕˜ E is generated by z3 and z
2
i for some i = 2, 4. Therefore,
z22 , z
2
4 ∈ K = (z3, z
2
i ) = (z2, z4)
3,
K I = z3I + (z2, y4)
3.
Whence,
OC · z3 ⊕ OC · z
2
i ։ K /K I.
Since
K /K I ։ K /I(3) ≃ OC ⊕ OC,
we have IK = I(3) at R. This proves Lemma 3.5.6. 
3.5.8. Corollary. . K ⊗˜ OC ≃ (P
♯) ⊕˜ (0) and so K is an l.c.i. ideal
of codimension 2 outside P and K ♯ is l.c.i. at P ♯.
3.5.9. Thus,
K /(K ⊗˜ I) = (P ♯) ⊕˜ (0),
(ωX ⊗˜K )/(ωX ⊗˜K ⊗˜ I) = (0) ⊕˜ (−P
♯).
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Our goal is to extend a non-zero section ξ¯ of (0) ⊂ ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K ⊗˜I
to a section ξ ∈ H0(ωX ⊗˜K ). By the Formal Function Theorem
lim
←−
H0
(
ωX ⊗˜K
ωX ⊗˜K (n)
)
≃ lim
←−
f∗(ωX ⊗˜K )
mno,Zf∗(ωX ⊗˜K )
.
Thus, for lifting ξ¯, it is sufficient to show that the map
Φn : H
0(ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K
(n)) −−−→ H0(ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K ⊗˜ I)
is surjective for all n > 0, or equivalently Φ2 and
Ψn : H
0(ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K
(n)) −−−→ H0(ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K
(n−1))
are surjective for all n > 0. We have
0→ ωX ⊗˜
(
K (n−1)
K (n)
)
−−−→
ωX ⊗˜K
ωX ⊗˜K (n)
ψn
−−−−−→
ωX ⊗˜K
ωX ⊗˜K (n−1)
→ 0.
Note that the sheaves ωX ⊗˜ (im(K ⊗˜ I → K ))/K
(2)) and
ωX ⊗˜K
(n−1)/ωX ⊗˜K
(n) ≃ S˜n−1
(
ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K
(2)
)
have filtrations with successive subquotients
(−P ♯) ⊗˜ S˜n−1
(
(−P ♯) ⊕˜ (0)
)
⊗˜


(0)
(−1 + 2P ♯)
(−1 + 3P ♯)
(−1 + P ♯)
which are all ≥ (−1) and hence have vanishing H1. Thus Ψn = H
0(ψn)
and Φ2 are onto and so is Φn = Φ2 ◦Ψ3 ◦ · · · ◦Ψn.
3.5.10. Thus a non-zero section ξ¯ of (0) ⊂ ωX ⊗˜K /ωX ⊗˜K ⊗˜I induces
a section ξ ∈ H0(ωX ⊗˜K ) which in turns induces a generator of (P
♯).
Let G := {ξ = 0}. Then G ⊃ 4C and OHK = OH(−G). Hence, K is
generated by ξ and β:
3.5.11.Corollary. The ideal K is a global complete intersection. More
precisely, K = (β, ξ).
Moreover, ξ can be locally written as ξ = y3+(higher degree terms).
Thus we may assume that there exists a global section of OX which
is locally written as y1y3, i.e. y1y3 ∈ β. On the other hand by 2.4
the general member D ∈ | − KX | is given by y1 + ξ
′ = 0 for some
ξ′ ∈ (y2, y3, y4). Then replacing β with a linear combination of β
and (y1 + ξ
′)ξ we may assume that y1y3 appears in β with arbitrary
coefficient λ and y24 appears in β with coefficient 1. In particular, there
is a specific section β◦ which does not contain y1y3 (and contains y
2
4).
ThenH can be given by the equations α◦ = β = 0, where α◦ := α+y21β
◦
contains y21y
2
4.
Now applying Computation 5.4 with l = 3 or 7, we obtain the dia-
gram (1.1.1). The following examples show that this case does occur.
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3.6. Example. Let Z ⊂ C5z1,...,z5 be defined by
0 = z22 + z3 + z4z
k
5 − z
3
1 , k ≥ 1,
0 = z21z
2
2 + z
2
4 − z3z5.
Then (Z, 0) is a threefold singularity of type cD5. Let B ⊂ Z be the
z5-axis and let f : X → Z be the weighted (1, 1, 4, 2, 0)-blowup. The
origin of the z3-chart is a type (IIA) point P with ℓ(P ) = 3:
{−y31y3 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + y4(y
2
1y
2
2 + y
2
4)
k = 0}/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2),
where (C, P ) is the y1-axis. In the z1-chart we have type (III) a point.
3.7. Example. As in 3.6, let Z ⊂ C5z1,...,z5 be defined by
0 = z22 + z
2
1z5 + z3 + z4z
k
5 , k ≥ 1,
0 = z3z5 + z
5
1 + z
2
4 .
Then the point (Z, 0) is of type cD5. Let B ⊂ Z be the z5-axis and let
f : X → Z be the weighted (1, 1, 4, 2, 0)-blowup. In the z1-chart X is
smooth and the origin of the z3-chart is a (IIA) point P with ℓ(P ) = 7:
{−y71y3 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 − y
2
1y
2
4 + y4(y
5
1y3 + y
2
4)
k = 0}/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2),
where (C, P ) is the y1-axis.
4. Cases ℓ(P ) = 4 and 8
In this section we assume that ℓ(P ) ∈ {4, 8}. We will show that
Computation 5.5 is applicable here and the possibility (1.1.2) occurs.
4.1. According to 2.3 we may write
(4.1.1) α = y
ℓ(P )
1 y4+ y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
3
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4+ ζy
2
1y2y3 + · · · ,
with δ, c, ǫ, ζ ∈ C{y41}. It is easy to see that y4 ∈ I
♯(2). Hence,
(4.1.2) − y
ℓ(P )
1 y4 ≡ y
2
2 + y
2
3 + ζy
2
1y2y3 mod I
♯(3).
By Proposition 2.7 in the case ℓ(P ) = 4 the variety X has a type (III)
point R with iR(1) = 1 andX is smooth outside P in the case ℓ(P ) = 8.
4.2. Taking Proposition 2.6 into account for any n ≥ 1 we can write
(grnC O)
♯ =
⊕
a+b+2c=n
b=0, 1
OC♯ · y
a
2y
b
3y
c
4,
where a, b, c ≥ 0, and
(4.2.1)
gr1C O = (−1 + 3P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1 + P ♯),
A B
where y2 (resp. y3) is an ℓ-basis of A (resp. B) at P .
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4.3. In the case ℓ(P ) = 4 by [Mor88, Lemma 2.16], since iR(1) = 1, the
equation of X at R can be written as follows
(4.3.1) γ(z) = z1z4 + q2(z2, z3) + q3(z1, . . . , z4), q3 ∈ (z2, z3, z4)
3,
where C is the z1-axis and q2 ∈ C ·z
2
2+C ·z2z3+C ·z
2
3. Hence, z4 ∈ I
(2).
4.4. Consider the map ϕ : S˜2 gr1C O →֒ gr
2
C O . Clearly, it is an iso-
morphism outside {P, R} (resp. {P}) in the case ℓ(P ) = 4 (resp.
ℓ(P ) = 8). The equality (4.2.1) implies
S˜2 gr1C O = (−1 + 2P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1) ⊕˜ (−2 + 2P ♯),
deg gr2C O = −4 + len cokerϕ ≥ −2.
Furthermore,
(4.4.1) cokerP ϕ = C(ℓ(P )/4)P · (y21y4).
Hence, in the case ℓ(P ) = 4, cokerR ϕ 6= 0. Taking Proposition 2.6(i)
into account in this case we obtain q2 6= 0 (see (4.3.1)) and
(4.4.2) cokerR ϕ = CR · z¯4 ≃ C.
Thus in both cases ℓ(P ) = 4 and ℓ(P ) = 8 we have deg gr2C O = −2.
By Lemma 2.7.2
(4.4.3) gr2C O ≃ O ⊕O(−1)
⊕2.
Furthermore, gr2C O has an ℓ-basis y2y3, y
2
2, y4 at P
♯. Thus,
(4.4.4) gr2C O = (0) ⊕˜ (−1 + 2P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1 + 2P ♯),
since H1(gr2C ω) = 0 (cf. Lemma 3.3).
4.5. According to (4.4.1) and (4.4.2)
(4.5.1) gr2C O/S˜
2 gr1C O ≃
{
CP ⊕ CR in the case ℓ(P ) = 4,
C2P in the case ℓ(P ) = 8.
Let F be the sheaf with an ℓ-structure defined by the conditions:
S˜2 gr1C O ⊂ F ⊂ gr
2
C O ,
gr2C O/F = CP ,
gr2C O
♯/F ♯ = O ♯/(y41) · y
2
4.
From (4.4.3) one can see that there are two possibilities:
F ≃
{
O(−1)⊕3,(4.5.2a)
O ⊕ O(−1)⊕O(−2).(4.5.2b)
4.6. Case (4.5.2b). Since F ⊂ gr2C O , by (4.4.4)
F = (0) ⊕˜ (−1 + 2P ♯) ⊕˜ (−2 + 2P ♯).
Now we treat the cases ℓ(P ) = 4 and ℓ(P ) = 8 separately.
4.6.1. Lemma. The case (4.5.2b) with ℓ(P ) = 4 does not occur.
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Proof. Consider the embedding
z1 · (0) ⊂ OC(−R) ·F ⊂ S˜
2 gr1C O = (−1 + 2P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1) ⊕˜ (−2 + 2P ♯).
Clearly, the image in the third summand is zero and the projection to
the second summand is multiplication by a constant. Moreover, if this
constant is zero, then the image of z1 · (0) is contained in (−1 + 2P
♯).
In other words, the summand (0) ⊂ F ⊂ gr2C O is contained in (2P
♯)
which is impossible by (4.4.4).
By changing ℓ-splitting as follows
z3 7−→ z3 + (const)z2, y3 7−→ y3 + (const)y
2
1y2,
one can assume that q2 ∈ C
∗ · z2z3 and so (0) ∋ z1z4 = z2z3. Further-
more, F ⊃ (0) = OC ·z4 at R by changing coordinates as z4 7→ z4+· · · .
Since F ⊂ gr2C O , (0) is sent isomorphically to (0) ⊂ gr
2
C O . We
have the inclusion gr2C O ⊃ OC · β¯ = A ⊗˜B(R) (see (4.2.1)). Hence,
β¯ = νy2y3 at P
♯, where ν is a unit.
4.6.2. Claim. β¯ gr1C O is an ℓ-subbundle of gr
3
C O and and the natural
map A ⊗˜3 → gr3C O/β¯ gr
1
C O induces the following ℓ-exact sequence
(4.6.3)
0 // A ⊗˜3(4P ♯) // gr3C O/β¯ gr
1
C O
// B⊗˜3(4P ♯) // 0,
(P ♯) (−2 + 3P ♯)
where y2y4 (resp. y3y4) is an ℓ-basis of A
⊗˜3(4P ♯) (resp. B⊗˜3(4P ♯)).
Proof. To check the assertion at R we apply Proposition 2.6(iv) with
m = 1 and β¯ = z4, and note that gr
3
C O/β¯ gr
1
C O = OCz
3
2 ⊕ OCz
3
3 . At
P ♯, we note that β¯ = νy2y3 and use Proposition 2.6(iii) with h = α to
show that gr3C O has ℓ-basis y
3
2, y
2
2y3, y2y4, y3y4. By (4.1.2)
y41y4 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + ζy
2
1β¯ = 0.
Then gr3C O/β¯ gr
1
C O has an ℓ-free ℓ-basis y2y4, y3y4 because y
2
3y2 ≡
−y32 − y
4
1y2y4, and we have y
3
2 ≡ −y
4
1y2y4 mod (β¯) and y2y4 ≡ −y
3
2/y
4
1
mod (β¯). This shows the exactness because y33 ≡ −y
4
1y3y4 mod (β).

To complete the proof of Lemma 4.6.1 we note that the sequence
(4.6.3) implies that H1(gr3C O/β¯ gr
1
C O) 6= 0. This contradicts Lemma
2.5. Thus the case (4.5.2b) with ℓ(P ) = 4 does not occur. 
4.6.4. Lemma. The case (4.5.2b) with ℓ(P ) = 8 does not occur.
Proof. We have 0 6= β¯ ∈ H0((0)) ⊂ H0(F ). Since β¯ /∈ H0(S˜2 gr1C O)
and F/S˜2 gr1C O = C · y
6
1y4, we have
(4.6.5) β¯ = (· · · )y22 + (· · · )y2y3 + (unit)y
6
1y4.
From the following relation
β¯ · (−1) ⊂ F (−4P ♯) ⊂ S˜2 gr1C O = (−1 + 2P
♯) ⊕˜ (−1) ⊕˜ (−2 + 2P ♯)
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we see that the image of y41β¯ in the third summand is zero and the pro-
jection to the second summand is multiplication by a constant. More-
over, if this constant is zero, then the image of y41 · (0) is contained
in (−1 + 2P ♯). In other words, the summand (0) ⊂ F ⊂ gr1C O is
contained in (2P ♯) which is impossible by (4.4.4). Therefore,
y41β¯ = (· · · )y
2
2 + (unit)y2y3.
Then (4.6.5) implies
y101 y4 ≡ (· · · )y
2
2 + (unit)y2y3 mod I
(3).
On the other hand, y4, y
2
2, y2y3 form an ℓ-basis of gr
2
C O , a contradic-
tion. This proves Lemma 4.6.4. 
4.7. Case (4.5.2a). If the coefficient of y21y4 in β¯ is zero, then β¯ ∈
H0(F ). But in our case H0(F ) = 0 which gives us a contradiction.
Thus for a general choice of β ∈ H0(OX) at P we can write β¯ =
νy2y3 + ηy
2
1y4 + · · · and so
β = θy24 + νy2y3 + ηy
2
1y4 + · · · ,
where θ, ν, η are units. This means that y21y4 ∈ β. Since h
0(gr2C O) = 1,
the ratio of the coefficients ν and η is fixed. On the other hand, the
ratio of the coefficients of ν and θ is general [MP16, Lemma 3.1.1].
Hence the ratio of coefficients θ and η can be chosen general. Then we
apply Computation 5.5. One can see that the graph (5.5.1) corresponds
to a conic bundle. We obtain the diagram (1.1.2). Examples 4.8 and
4.9 below show that both possibilities ℓ(P ) = 4 and 8 do occur.
4.8. Example. Let X be the the hypersurface of weighted degree 10
in the weighted projective space P(1, 1, 3, 2, 4)x1,x2,x3,x4,w given by the
equation
wφ6 − x
6
1φ4 = 0,
φ6 := x
4
1x4 + x
2
3 + x
2
2w + δx
3
4,
φ4 := x
2
4 + νx2x3 + ηx
2
1x4 + µx
3
1x2
(for simplicity we assume that the coefficients δ, ν, η are general).
Regard X as a small analytic neighborhood of C. In the affine chart
Uw := {w 6= 0} ≃ C
4/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2) the variety X is given by
φ6(y1, y2, y3, y4, 1)− y
6
1φ4(y1, y2, y3, y4, 1) = 0
and C is the y1-axis. Clearly, it has the form (4.1.1). So, the origin
P ∈ (X,C) is a type (IIA) point with ℓ(P ) = 4.
In the affine chart U1 := {x1 6= 0} ≃ C
4 the variety X is defined by
wφ6(1, z2, z3, z4, w)− φ4(1, z2, z3, z4, w) = 0.
If µ 6= 0, then X is smooth outside P , i.e. (X,C) is as in the case
[MP16, (1.1.4)]. If µ = 0, then (X,C) has a type (III) point at
(0, 0, 0, η).
Consider the surface H = {φ6 = φ4 = 0} ⊂ X . Let ψ : H
n →
H be the normalization (we put Hn = H if H is normal) and let
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Cn := ψ−1(C). Near P the surface H has the form [MP16, 9.3] (resp.
5.5) if µ 6= 0 (resp. µ = 0). In particular, the singularities of Hn are
rational. Note that H is a fiber of the fibration π : X → D over a small
disk around the origin given by the rational function φ4/w = φ6/x
6
1
which is regular in a neighborhood of C. By the adjunction formula
OX(KX) = OX(−1). Hence,
−KH · C = −KX · C = OP(1) · C =
1
4
.
4.8.1. Claim. (i) If µ 6= 0, then H is smooth outside P .
(ii) Assume that µ = 0. Let P1 ∈ C be the point {4η
2w = ν2x41}. Then
H is singular along C, the curve Cn is irreducible and rational, and
ψC := C
n → C is a double cover branched over {P, P1}. Moreover,
ψ−1(P ) is the only singular point of Hn.
Proof. Direct computations show that P1 ∈ H is a pinch point (see
5.2.8) and any Q ∈ C \ {P, P1} is a double normal crossing point of
H . 
4.8.2.Claim. If µ = 0 (resp. µ 6= 0), then 4Cn (resp. 8Cn) is a Cartier
divisor on Hn. Moreover, (Cn)2 = 0.
Proof. We consider only the case where H is not normal, i.e. µ = 0.
The case µ 6= 0 is easier and left to the reader. Let V ⊂ P(1, 1, 3, 2, 4)
be the weighted hypersurface given by x4 = 0 and let M := H ∩V . We
have M = {x23 + wx
2
2 = x2x3 = x4 = 0}. Let Γ be the line {x3 = x4 =
w = 0} and let Γn be its preimage on Hn. Then ψ∗2M = 4Cn + 2Γn.
Since 2M is Cartier near C and Γn is contained in the smooth locus
of Hn, the divisor 4Cn is Cartier on Hn. Further, by the projection
formula
ψ∗2M · Cn = 4V · C = 2.
Since Γ is smooth and Cn → C is e´tale over the point Γ∩C, the curves
Γn and Cn meet each other transversely at one point which is a smooth
point of Hn. Hence, Γn · Cn = 1 and so
4(Cn)2 = ψ∗2M · Cn − 2Γn · Cn = 2− 2 = 0. 
4.8.3. Claim. There exists a rational curve fibration fH : H → B,
where B ⊂ C is a small disk around the origin, such that C = f−1H (0)red.
Proof. Using the explicit description of the minimal resolution (see
[MP16, 9.3], (5.5.1)) and Claim 4.8.2, one can see that the contrac-
tion exists on Hn. Then, clearly, it descends to H . 
4.8.4. Claim. One has H1(Xˆ,OXˆ) = 0, where Xˆ denotes the comple-
tion of X along C.
Proof. Consider the case µ = 0 (the case µ 6= 0 is similar and easier).
By Claim 4.8.3 4Cn = div(ϕ) for some regular function ϕ ∈ H0(OHn).
Since ϕ|Cn = 0, this function descends to H and defines a Cartier
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divisor C on H such that ψ∗C = 4Cn. Consider the standard injection
θ : OH → ψ∗OHn . Then there is the following commutative diagram
IC _

ICn _

0 // OH


θ
// ψ∗OHn


// coker(θ)
≃

// 0
0 // OC
θ
// ψ∗OCn // ψ∗O
〈ι=−1〉
Cn
// 0
where O
〈ι=−1〉
Cn is the anti-invariant part with respect to the Galois in-
volution ι : Cn → Cn. Since the last row in this diagram splits and
H1(OCn) = 0, we have H
1(coker(θ)) = 0. Using the snake lemma we
see that the multiplication by ϕ induces the following diagram
0 // OH _
·ϕ

θ
// ψ∗OHn _
·ϕ

// coker(θ)
·ϕ=0

// 0
0 // OH


θ
// ψ∗OHn


// coker(θ)
≃

// 0
0 // coker(θ) // OC // ψ∗O4Cn // coker(θ) // 0
Since H1(coker(θ)) = 0, from the last row we see H1(OC ) ≃ H
1(O4Cn).
On the other hand, 4Cn is a fiber of a rational curve fibration. Hence,
H1(OC ) ≃ H
1(O4Cn) = 0. Similar arguments show that H
1(OmC ) = 0
for any m > 0. Then by the Formal Function Theorem H1(Hˆ,OHˆ) = 0,
where Hˆ is the completion ofH along C. Applying the Formal Function
Theorem again we obtain H1(Xˆ,OXˆ) = 0. 
4.8.5. Claim. The contraction fH : H → B extends to a contraction
fˆ : Xˆ → Zˆ.
Proof. Since H1(OXˆ) = 0, from the exact sequence
0 −−−→ OX −−−→ OX(H) −−−→ OH(H) −−−→ 0
we see that the map H0(OXˆ(Hˆ)) → H
0(OHˆ(Hˆ)) is surjective. Hence
there exists a divisor Hˆ1 ∈ |OXˆ|Cˆ such that Hˆ1|Hˆ = Cˆ . Then the
divisors Hˆ and Hˆ1 define a contraction fˆ : Xˆ → Zˆ. 
4.8.6. Claim. There exists a contraction f : X → Z that approximates
fˆ : Xˆ → Zˆ.
Proof. Let F be the scheme fiber of fH : H → B over the origin. The
above arguments shows that the deformations of F are unobstructed.
Therefore the corresponding component of the Douady space is smooth
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and two-dimensional. This allow us to produce a contraction f : X →
Z. 
4.9. Example. Similar to Example 4.8, let X ⊂ P(1, 1, 3, 2, 4) be a
small analytic neighborhood of C = {(x1, w)-line} given by the equa-
tion x61φ4 − wφ6 = 0, where
φ6 := x
2
3 + x
2
2w + δx
3
4 + cx
2
1x
2
4,
φ4 := x
2
4 + νx2x3 + ηx
2
1x4.
It is easy to check that P := (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1) is the only singular point
of X on C and it is a type (IIA) point with ℓ(P ) = 8. The rational
function φ4/w = φ6/x
6
1 near C defines a fibration whose central fiber
H is given by φ4 = φ6 = 0. Existence of a contraction f : X → Z
can be shown similar to Claim 4.8.6. Near P the surface H has the
following form which can be reduced to 5.5:
−cηy41y4 + y
2
3 + y
2
2 + δy
3
4 − cνy
2
1y2y3 = φ4 = 0.
4.9.1. Remark-Example. In a similar way we can construct an exam-
ple of a Q-conic bundle with ℓ(P ) = 5 and normal H [MP16, (1.1.4)].
Consider X ⊂ P(1, 1, 3, 2, 4) given by wφ6 − x
6
1φ4 = 0, where
φ6 := x
5
1x2 + x
2
2w + x
2
3 + δx
3
4 + cx
2
1x
2
4
and φ4 is as in 4.8. In the affine chart Uw ≃ C
4/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2) the origin
P ∈ (X,C) is a type (IIA) point with and ℓ(P ) = 5. It is easy to
see that X is smooth outside P . The rational function φ4/w = φ6/x
6
1
defines a fibration on X near C with central fiber H = {φ4 = φ6 = 0}.
5. Appendix
In this section we collect computations of resolutions of (non-normal)
surface singularities appearing as general members H ∈ |OX |. The
techniques is very similar to that used in [MP16, §9]
5.1. Assumption. Let W := C4y1,...,y4/µ4(1, 1, 3, 2) and let σ be the
weight 1
4
(1, 1, 3, 2). Let P ∈ X be a three-dimensional terminal singu-
larity of type cAx/4 given in W there by the equation α = 0 with
(5.1.1) α = yl1yj + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
2k+1
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′,
where j = 3 or 4, l ∈ Z>0, c, ǫ ∈ C, δ ∈ C
∗, α′ ∈ (y2, y3, y4),
α′′ ∈ (y2, y3, y4)
2, σ- ord(α′) = 5/4, σ- ord(α′′) > 3/2, k ≥ 1, and 2k+1
is the smallest exponent of y4 appearing in α. We usually assume that
all the summands in (5.1.1) have no common terms.
5.1.2. Construction. Consider the weighted σ-blowup Φ : W˜ → W .
Let X˜ be the proper transform of X on W˜ and Π ⊂ W˜ be the Φ-
exceptional divisor. Then Π ≃ P(1, 1, 3, 2) and OΠ(Π) ≃ OP(−4). Put
(5.1.3)
O := (1 : 0 : 0 : 0), Q := (0 : 0 : 1 : 0) ∈ Π,
Λ := {y2 = ασ=6/4 = 0} ⊂ Π.
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Let X˜ ⊂ W˜ be the proper transform of X .
5.1.4. Claim. Sing(X˜) consists of the curve Λ, the point Q, and the
point Q1 := (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) (Q1 /∈ Λ only if k = 1).
5.1.5. Claim. X˜ has singularity of type cA1 at a general point of Λ.
Proof. Let D ∈ | − KX | be a general member and let F be a general
hyperplane section of X passing through 0. We may assume that D is
given by y1 + y2 + · · · (see 2.4) and F is given by y1y3 + · · · = 0. It is
easy to compute
Φ∗
(
KX +D +
1
2
F
)
= KX˜ + D˜ +
1
2
F˜ + E ∼Q 0,
where E = (Π|X˜)red = {y2 = 0} ⊂ Π, so E ≃ P(1, 3, 2) with natural
coordinates y1, y3, y4. By the adjunction formula [Kol92, Th. 16.5]
(5.1.6)
(
KX˜ + D˜ +
1
2
F˜ + E
)∣∣∣
E
= KE + D˜|E +
1
2
F˜ |E +DiffE(0)∼Q 0,
where DiffE(0) is an effective divisor supported on Λ. Let G := {y1 =
0} ⊂ E. Then G is a generator of Cl(E) ≃ Z. It is easy to see that
D˜|E ∼ G, F˜ |E ∼ 4G, and Λ ∼ 6G. By (5.1.6) we have DiffE(0)∼Q 3G,
i.e. DiffE(0) =
1
2
Λ. By the inversion of adjunction KX˜ + E is plt at a
general point of Λ [Kol92, Th. 17.6]. Then by [Kol92, Th. 16.6] the
variety X˜ has singularity of type cA1 at a general point of Λ. 
5.2.Assumption. In the notation of 5.1 consider a non-normal surface
singularity H ∋ 0 given in W by two σ-semi-invariant equations α =
β = 0. We assume that the following conditions are satisfied
• H is singular along C := {y1-axis}/µ4 and smooth outside C,
• α satisfies the assumptions of 5.1,
• wt β ≡ 0 mod 4,
• y24 appears in β with coefficient 1,
• y2y3 appears in β with coefficient ν which can be taken general,
• the normalization of H has only rational singularities and, for any
resolution, the total transform of C has only normal crossings.
5.2.1. We can write the equations of H in the following form
α = yl1yj + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
2k+1
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′,
β = y24 + νy2y3 + λy1y3 + ηy
2
1y4 + y2β
′ + β ′′,
where α is as in 5.1, η, ν, λ ∈ C, β ′, β ′′ ∈ (y2, y3, y4), σ- ord(β
′) =
3/4, and σ- ord(β ′′) > 1. We usually assume that all the summands in
β have no common terms. Then β ′ ∈ (y1y4, y1y2, y
2
2, y2y4).
5.2.2. Remark. Since H is singular along C, we have ys1yr /∈ β for any
r 6= j and any s. Hence λη = 0. Moreover, if λ 6= 0, then j = 3 and if
η 6= 0, then j = 4. We also may assume that β ′′ ∈ (y2, y3, y4)
2.
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5.2.3. Construction. As in 5.1.2 consider the weighted σ-blowup Φ :
W˜ → W . Let H˜ ⊂ W˜ (resp. C˜ ⊂ W˜ ) be the proper transform of H
(resp. C). Clearly, C˜ ∩ Π = {O}. Denote (scheme-theoretically)
Ξ := H˜ ∩Π = {y22 = βσ=1 = 0} ⊂ Π.
The surface H˜ is smooth outside C˜ ∪Supp(Ξ) and the set C˜ ∪Supp(Ξ)
is covered by two affine charts in W˜
U1 = {y1 6= 0} ≃ C
4, U3 = {y3 6= 0} ≃ C
4/µ3(1, 1, 2, 2).
Let ϕ : Hˆ
τ
−→ H˜n
ψ˜
−→ H˜ be the composition of the normalization and
the minimal resolution and let Ξˆi ⊂ Hˆ be the proper transform of Ξi.
Let C˜n = ψ˜−1(C˜)red and let Cˆ ⊂ Hˆ be the proper transform of C˜
n.
5.2.4. Claim ([MP16, 9.1.4]). Any irreducible component Ξi of Ξ is a
smooth rational curve passing through Q. Moreover, Ξ = 2Ξ1 (resp.
Ξ = 2Ξ1 + 2Ξ2, Ξ = 4Ξ1) if and only if λ 6= 0 (resp. λ = 0 and η 6= 0,
(λ, η) = (0, 0)).
5.2.5. Claim ([MP16, 9.1.5]). The point Q ∈ H˜ is Du Val of type A2.
In particular, H˜ is normal outside C˜.
5.2.6. Claim. If at least one of the constants λ or η is non-zero, then
the singular locus of H˜ coincides with
(
Supp(Ξ) ∩ Λ
)
∪ {Q} ∪ C˜.
Proof. Direct computations. 
5.2.7. Remark. Let ψ : Hn → H be the normalization and let Cn :=
ψ−1(C)red. Since H has double singularities at a general point of C, the
map ψC : C
n → C is either birational or a double cover. In particular,
Cn has at most two components.
5.2.8. Definition. A surface singularity 0 ∈ S is called a pinch point
if it is analytically isomorphic to
0 ∈ {z22 + z1z
2
3 = 0} ⊂ C
3.
5.2.9. Remark. The singular locus of a surface S near a pinch point
0 is a smooth curve C, the normalization ψ : Sn → S of S is smooth,
and ψC : ψ
−1(C)→ C is a double cover ramified over 0.
5.2.10.Claim. The singularities of H˜n are Du Val outside the preimage
of C˜. If moreover β contains either y1y3 or y
2
1y4, then the singularities
of H˜n are Du Val everywhere.
Proof. By Claim 5.2.5 H˜ has a Du Val singularity at Q. Note that near
O the surface H˜ is a hypersurface singularity of the form x22 = φ(x1, x3),
where C˜ is the x1-axis. The normalization ψ˜ : H˜
n → H˜ can be obtained
as a sequence of successive blowups over C˜. In particular, H˜n has
only hypersurface singularities. Finally we note that a two-dimensional
rational Gorenstein singularity must be Du Val. 
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5.2.11. Claim. [MP16, 9.1.9] KH˜ = Φ
∗KH −
3
4
Ξ.
5.2.12. Claim. Assume that the singularities of H˜n are Du Val (cf.
Claim 5.2.10). Write KH˜n = ψ˜
∗KH˜ − Υ, where Υ is the effective
divisor defined by the conductor ideal.
• If Ξ = 2Ξ1, then Ξˆ
2
1 = −4 + τ
∗Υ · Ξˆ1.
• If Ξ = 2Ξ1 + 2Ξ2, then Ξˆ
2
i = −3 + τ
∗Υ · Ξˆi.
Proof. Consider, for example, the first case Ξ = 2Ξ1. As in [MP16,
Claim 9.1.10], KH˜ · Ξ1 = 2. Since H˜ has only Du Val singularities, we
have
KHˆ = ϕ
∗KH˜ − τ
∗Υ, KHˆ · Ξˆ1 = KH˜ · Ξ1 − Ξˆ1 · τ
∗Υ.
Therefore, Ξˆ21 = −2 −KHˆ · Ξˆ1 = −4 + Ξˆ1 · τ
∗Υ. 
5.3. Computation. In the notation of 5.2, let
α = y31y3 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
3
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′,
β = y24 + νy2y3 +
1
c
y1y3 + y2β
′ + β ′′,
where c, ν, δ, ǫ are constants such that c 6= 0 and ǫc 6= δ. We assume
that the hypothesis of 5.2.1 are satisfied. Then the graph ∆(H,C) has
one of the following forms:
(5.3.1)
a)
C
•
✞
✝
☎
✆
•
C
◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
b)
✞
✝
☎
✆
•
C
◦ ◦
3
◦ ◦
where
✞
✝
☎
✆is a non-empty connected Du Val subgraph. In the second
case the normalization of H is a bijection.
Proof. We use the notation of 5.2. By Remark 5.2.2, yj1y2 /∈ β for any
j. By 5.2.4 we have Ξ = 2Ξ1, where Ξ1 := {y2 = y
2
4 +
1
c
y1y3 = 0}. The
first equation modulo the second one can be rewritten in the form
α = y22 + y
2
3 + δy
3
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′.
5.3.2. Claim. The point O ∈ H˜ is analytically isomorphic to a hyper-
surface singularity of the form
{y22 + y1y
3
4 + θy
r
1y
2
4 = 0} ⊂ C
3,
where again C˜ is the y1-axis, θ ∈ C, and r ≥ 2.
Proof. In the affine chart U1 the equations of H˜ have the following form
αU1 = y
2
2 + y1y
2
3 + δy1y
3
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y1y2α• + y
2
1αN,
βU1 = y
2
4 + νy2y3 +
1
c
y3 + y2β• + y1βN,
where α• ∈ (y2, y3, y4), αN, βN ∈ (y2, y3, y4)
2, β• ∈ (y2, y4). From the
second equation we obtain
y3 = −cu(y
2
4 + y2β◦ + y1β△),
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where β◦ ∈ (y2, y4), β△ ∈ (y2, y4)
2, and u is a unit such that u(0) = 1.
Consider the ideal
I :=
(
y21y
2
4, y
3
2, y1y
2
2, y1y2y4, y1y
4
4
)
.
Then we can eliminate y3 in the first equation modulo I:
αU1 ≡ y
2
2 + (δ − cǫu)y1y
3
4 mod I.
Thus, for some vi ∈ C{y1, y2, y4}, we can write
αU1 = y
2
2 + (unit)y1y
3
4 + v1y
2
1y
2
4 + v2y
3
2 + v3y1y
2
2 + v4y1y2y4 + v5y1y
4
4.
Clearly, the last equation is analytically equivalent to the desired form.

5.3.3. Corollary. Let ψ˜ : H˜n → H˜ be the blowup of C˜. Then H˜n
coincides with the normalization and has exactly one singular point
which is of type A1. Moreover, if r = 2 and θ 6= 0, then the preimage
C˜n := ψ˜−1(C˜)red has two components and C˜
n → C˜ is a double cover.
If θ = 0, then C˜n is irreducible and C˜n → C˜ is a bijection (near O).
If r > 2 and θ 6= 0, then the total transform of C˜n on the minimal
resolution is not a normal crossing divisor.
5.3.4. Claim. The intersection Ξ1 ∩ Sing(H˜) consists of three points:
O, Q, and the point O′ ∈ Ξ1 ∩Λ \ {O} = {(0 : 0 : −(δ− cǫ)c : δ− cǫ)}.
Now to finish the proof of 5.3 we notice that by Claim 5.2.12 we have
Ξˆ21 = −3 because τ
∗Υ meets Ξˆ1 transversely. This completes the proof
of 5.3. 
5.4. Computation. In the notation of 5.2, let
α = yl1y3 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
2k+1
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′,
β = y24 + νy2y3 + λy1y3 + y2β
′ + β ′′,
where l ≡ 3 mod 4, k ≥ 1. We assume that the hypothesis of 5.2.1
are satisfied, λ is general with respect to δ and c, and if l > 3, then
c 6= 0. Then the preimage of C on the normalization is irreducible and
the graph ∆(H,C) has the following form:
(5.4.1)
◦
•
C
◦
3
◦ ◦
◦
Proof. We use the notation of 5.2. By Remark 5.2.2, yj1y2 /∈ β for any
j. We also may assume that α′′ does not contain any terms of the form
yr4. By 5.2.4 we have Ξ = 2Ξ1, where Ξ1 := {y2 = y
2
4 + λy1y3 = 0}.
Since λ 6= 0, by Claim 5.2.6 the set Sing(H˜) is contained in C˜∪{Q}∪Λ.
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5.4.2. Claim. The intersection H˜ ∩ Λ consists of O and two more
distinct points P1 and P2. Moreover, H˜ meets Λ transversely at P1 and
P2 and has singularities of type A1 at these points.
Proof. Consider the hypersurface V ⊂W defined by β = 0. Let V˜ ⊂ W˜
be its proper transform. So, H˜ = X˜ ∩ V˜ . We have (V˜ |Π · Λ)Π = 4 and
the local intersection number at O equals 2. Since the base locus of
the linear system on Π generated by V˜ |Π meets Λ only at O, the last
assertion follows by Bertini’s theorem and Claim 5.1.5. 
5.4.3. Claim. H˜ ∋ O is a pinch point.
Proof. In the affine chart U1 the equations of H˜ have the form
0 = y
(l+1)/4
1 y3 + y
2
2 + y1(y
2
3 + δy
k−1
1 y
2k+1
4 + cy
2
4 + ǫy3y4 + y2α• + y1αN),
0 = y24 + νy2y3 + λy3 + y2β• + y1βN,
where β• ∈ (y2, y3, y4), βN ∈ (y2, y3, y4)
2. From the second equation
we have
y3 = u(y
2
4 + y2β◦ + y1β△),
where u is a unit such that u(0) = −1/λ and β◦, β△ ∈ (y2, y4). Elimi-
nating y3 we obtain
uy
(l+1)/4
1 (y
2
4 + y2β◦ + y1β△) + y
2
2 + u
2y1(y
2
4 + y2β◦ + y1β△)
2+
δyk1y
2k+1
4 + cy1y
2
4 + ǫuy1y4(y
2
4 + y2β◦ + y1β△) + y1y2α• + y
2
1αN = 0,
From this we see that the equation of H˜ at O can be written in the
form y22 + y1y
2
4 + · · · = 0, i.e. H˜ ∋ O is a pinch point. 
Now to finish the proof of 5.4 we notice that by Claim 5.2.12 we have
Ξˆ21 = −3 because τ
∗Υ is reduced and meets Ξˆ1 transversely. 
5.5. Computation. In the notation of 5.2, let
α = y4l1 y4 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + δy
2k+1
4 + cy
2
1y
2
4 + ǫy1y3y4 + y2α
′ + α′′,
β = y24 + νy2y3 + ηy
2
1y4 + y2β
′ + β ′′,
where l, k ≥ 1, c, ǫ ∈ C, δ, η ∈ C∗, and η is general with respect to α.
We assume that the hypothesis of 5.2.1 are satisfied. Then the graph
∆(H,C) has one of the following forms:
(5.5.1)
◦
3
◦ ◦
• ◦ ◦ ◦
Proof. We use the notation of 5.2. In our case Ξ = 2Ξ1 + 2Ξ2, where
Ξ1 := {y2 = y4 = 0}, Ξ2 := {y2 = ηy
2
1 + y4 = 0}, and Ξ1 ∩ Ξ2 = {Q}.
5.5.2. Claim. (i) Sing(H˜) ∩ Ξ1 = {O, Q}.
(ii) Sing(H˜) ∩ Ξ2 = Ξ2 ∩ Λ ∪ {Q}.
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Proof. By Claim 5.2.6 we have Sing(H˜) ⊂ Λ ∪ C˜ ∪ {Q}. On the other
hand, Q /∈ Λ and Ξ1 ∩ Λ = {O}. 
5.5.3. Claim. O ∈ H˜ is a pinch point.
Proof. In the affine chart U1 the equations of H˜ have the form
αU1 = y
2
2 + y1(y
l−1
1 y4 + y
2
3 + δy
2k+1
4 + cy
2
4 + ǫy3y4 + y2α• + y1αN),
βU1 = y
2
4 + νy2y3 + ηy4 + y2β• + y1βN,
where αN ∈ (y2, y3, y4)
2, β• ∈ (y2, y4), α• ∈ (y2, y3, y4), and βN ∈
(y2, y3, y4)
2 by Remark 5.2.2. From βU1 we have
y4 = uy2y3 + y2β1 + y1β2, β1 ∈ (y2), β2 ∈ (y2, y3)
2, u = unit .
Then we can eliminate y4 from αU1:
y22 + y1y
2
3 + γ1y1y2 + γ2y1 + γ3y
2
1 = 0,
where γ1 ∈ (y2, y3), γ2 ∈ (y3)
4, γ3 ∈ (y3)
2. By completing the square
we can put the equation of H˜ at O to the following form
y22 + (unit) · y1y
2
3 = 0. 
Recall that by Claim 5.2.10 the surface H˜n has only Du Val singu-
larities. As in [MP16, 9.1.6] we see that the pair (H˜,Ξ1 +Ξ2) is not lc
at Q and lc outside Q and C˜. Thus the dual graph ∆(H,C) has the
form
(5.5.4)
✞
✝
☎
✆P
Ξ2
◦
•
C
◦
Ξ1
◦ ◦
where
✄
✂
 
✁P is a Du Val subgraph which is not empty (but possibly dis-
connected). By Claim 5.2.12 we have Ξˆ22 = −3 and Ξˆ
2
1 = −2. Further,
Ξ2 · (Ξ1 + Ξ2) =
1
2
Ξ2 · Π = −
2
3
, Ξ1 · Ξ2 =
2
3
, Ξ22 = −
4
3
.
Then as in the proof of [MP16, Lemma 3.8] we have deg DiffΞ2(0) =
5/3. There are two possibilities: DiffΞ2(0) =
2
3
Q + 1
2
P1 +
1
2
P2 and
DiffΞ2(0) =
2
3
Q + P1. Hence the singularities of H˜ on Ξ2 \ {Q} are
either two points which are of type A1 or one point which is of type Dn
or A3. The second possibility occurs only for some specific choice of η
(when two intersection points Λ∩Ξ2 coincide). We obtain (5.5.1). 
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